CROSS-VOTING NOTICE:
You may only vote for candidates in ONE political party.
Follow the steps below to avoid invalid ballots

STEP 1: CHOOSE A PARTY
Which political party do you want to tell who they should nominate?

There are 5 Parties:
Republican, Democratic, Libertarian, Wisconsin Green, or Constitution

Choose 1 Party to Vote for:
Vote only for the individual candidates within that party

This Choice Does NOT Label you as Member of that Party
It tells the Machine which section of the ballot you want to be counted.

STEP 2: CAST YOUR VOTES IN ONE POLITICAL PARTY
Which candidates do you think the party in Step 1 should nominate to be on the November Election ballot?

WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU CROSS-VOTE?

IF you choose a party in section 1, then any votes within that same party WILL BE COUNTED, and any votes not within that party will be ignored.

IF you DO NOT select a party in section 1, and you vote across party lines, the machine will reject your ballot and NONE of your votes will count.
(If this happens, just pick a party in section 1 and your ballot is good to send back.)

If you make a mistake on your ballot or have a question, ask an election inspector for help